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We need a tool to collaborate on the organization of a festival with international artists and different venues (La Grainerie and local partners)
We need a tool adapted to the different missions of the organizators: artistic programing, production, technical preparation, communication
We need a tool showing who is responsible for what
We need a tool showing the evolution of the work (what is planned, what is being done, what is done)
We need a tool allowing us to work remotely (permanent and non-permanent staff)
We need a tool centralizing all the information and preventing massive emailing



IDEAS/QUESTIONS
A separated column for all the other subjects (special communication for professionals, group reservations, etc.) used as a memo.

RULES OF THE GAME
A specific column explaining how to use this Trello table. (Who can do this and can’t, etc.)



Chronological process: Team 1 => Team 2 => Team 3
Each team is responsible for its own column and only works on its own column.
If you are not responsible for a column and want to add a question/information, use the comments to exchange with the others.
You can’t give a task to someone without informing him/her before.



PRODUCTION/COMMUNICATION REVIEW
As soon as a show is confirmed by the programming team, it goes to the PRODUCTION/COMMUNICATION  column.

TECHNICAL REVIEW
The TECHNICAL team use the information collected by the PRODUCTION team to build the technical planning (human resources, set up and strikes, technical material needs, 
etc.).



1 column only, with 1 card per event

Card’s title:
- date
- company/show
- place
Card’s description: production details 
(budget, transport, accommodation, 
meals, planning, etc.)

Card’s links:
- presentation file
- technical rider
- communication elements

All the links refer to a unique Google 
Drive file where the information of the 
festival are stored.

The COMMUNICATION team uses the 
elements linked to each show. They 
can use the Trello to find the informa-
tion but can also explore the common 
Google Drive folder where there is the 
same organization: 1 file per company.

All the information needed for pro-
gramming, production, technical 
aspects, communication are stored in a 
unique folder dedicated to the organi-
zation of the festival.

All the information are linked to a 
Trello card.

Example: in the card of Company A, 
I can find its presentation dossier, its 
communication elements, its technical 
rider, etc.
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